
Personal Note from Mrs Thomas 

Hi Year 2  hope you’re all keeping safe and you’re all well. It has been lovely to see 
photographs of your home learning and to chat to a few of you on our class padlet.  

When I’m not doing school work , I’m attempting to improve my cooking skills, which 
is something that I have been meaning to do for a very long time!  

It would be lovely to hear from even more of you. So please visit our class padlet h ps://padlet.com/

jordanpowell1/deaolho0hrag  and let me know what you are up to.  

I’m sure you’re all being as amazing as I know you can be. Keep up the good work and keep having fun! 

Term 5 
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Teacher: Mrs Thomas  

LSA: Mrs Roberts  

Here’s a little snapshot of Mrs Thomas and 
Mrs Roberts working from home. 

Here I am working from 
home with my dogs Louis 
and Marley for company.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s Mrs Roberts, 
working hard with her 
online training.  

We both miss you all! 

As mathematicians we are going to 
be consolidating our understanding of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division. We will then go onto to starting new 
units of work which will build on our current         
understanding of fractions and geometry:       
position and direction.  

As Authors writers we are going to continue to 
build and write a range of sentences whilst    
punctuating them appropriately . As Authors 
readers we will be making predictions, inferring 
thoughts and feelings as well as giving our own 

opinion on a story.  

Keep a look out on the 
school’s youtube for 
videos I will be      

creating to support you learning at home. 

How do plants grow in Sea Mills? 

As Scientists we are going to be 
observing and describing how seeds 
grow and mature into plants. We will also 
be identifying what seeds need in order to 
grow.  

As. Geographers we are going to be      
identifying the continents and oceans that 
make up the world. We will also be exploring 
daily weather changes and begin to make 
comparisons between hot and cold        
countries.   

As Artists we will be using our imagination 
to draw, paint or sculpt. 

Wild City  




